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Abstract. Limited by photon energy, and penetration capability, traditional X-ray diffraction (XRD) strain measurements
are only capable of achieving a few microns depth due to the use of copper (Cu KĮ) or molybdenum (Mo KĮ ) characteristic
radiation. For deeper strain depth profiling, destructive methods are commonly necessary to access layers of interest by
removing material. To investigate deeper depth profiles nondestructively, a laboratory bench-top high-energy X-ray
diffraction (HEXRD) system was previously developed. This HEXRD method uses an industrial 320 kVp X-Ray tube and
the KĮ characteristic peak of tungsten, to produces a higher intensity X-ray beam which enables depth profiling
measurement of lattice strain. An aluminum sample was investigated with deformation/load provided using a bending rig.
It was shown that the HEXRD method is capable of strain depth profiling to 2.5 mm. The method was validated using an
aluminum sample where both the HEXRD method and the traditional X-ray diffraction method gave data compared with
that obtained using destructive etching layer removal, performed by a commercial provider. The results demonstrate
comparable accuracy up to 0.8 mm depth. Nevertheless, higher attenuation capabilities in heavier metals limit the
applications in other materials. Simulations predict that HEXRD works for steel and nickel in material up to 200μm, but
experiment results indicate that the HEXRD strain profile is not practical for steel and nickel material, and the measured
diffraction signals are undetectable when compared to the noise.

INTRODUCTION
Stress and strain in material can be measured using a variety of techniques. Some of those techniques are
destructive while others can be either high cost or limited to the surface of the sample. Nondestructive techniques with
depth profiling capabilities and limited-cost have been sought for decades by the NDE community. The advantages
and disadvantages of the various current stress/strain measurement techniques are summarized in Table 1 [1, 2, 3].
For nondestructive purposes, hole drilling, contour and sectioning methods are not applicable for many applications.
Magnetic and ultrasonic methods are usually limited by spatial resolution for volumetric property characterization.
Synchrotron and neutron diffraction methods are only available at major research facilities and then only at high cost.
Traditional X-Ray diffraction method can only penetrate to a very limited depth, although they can achieve great
sensitivity and good spatial resolution. A guide to technique selection from among various current stress/strain
measurement techniques is provided in a report by the National Physical Laboratory (NPL), UK [4].
Traditional X-ray diffraction methods are only capable of achieving a few microns depth due to the energy limit
of the Cu KĮor Mo KĮ characteristic peaks. A new approach was proposed and a laboratory bench-top high energy
X-ray diffraction (HEXRD) system was previously developed at CNDE as a capability to nondestructively measure
internal stresses/strains using the measurement of the changes in the lattice plane spacing which occur with loading/
stresses [5]. The new HEXRD technique uses an industrial 320 kVp X-Ray source and the KĮ characteristic peak of
tungsten, which produces a higher intensity X-ray beam that is able to penetrate deeper into the sample of interest. It
enables volumetric measurement of lattice parameter changes by measuring X-ray diffraction and then calculates the
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stresses/strains by utilizing simulation models. Various benefits arise from the capability to conduct HEXRD scans in
a lab setting without the high cost of accessing a synchrotron facility.

Table 1. Comparison of stress/strain measurement methods

Method

Advantage

Disadvantage

Traditional X-Ray diffraction

Widely available, wide range of
materials, good sensitivity and spatial
resolution

Limited penetration,
Limited sample size

Magnetic method (Barkhausen Noise)

Fast, portable

Only ferromagnetic materials, Mixing
signal from microstructure and stress
Low spatial resolution

Ultrasonic methods

Fast, low cost, portable

Low spatial resolution

Neutron diffraction

Excellent penetration, good resolution,
3D map

Special facility, Limited availability
High cost

Synchrotron

Good penetration, high resolution,
depth profiling

Special facility, Limited availability
High cost

Hole Drilling
Sectioning/Contour

Generally available
Wide range of materials

Destructive
Interpretation of data

THEORY AND FORMULATION
X-ray diffraction (XRD) produces a direct measurement of strain through the detection of the angle shift in the
diffraction peak, which measures the inter-atomic distance deviations. The fundamental principle is based on Bragg’s
law,
(1)

݊ߣ = 2݀ߠ݊݅ݏ

where ߣ is X-ray wavelength, ݀ is crystal lattice spacing, ߠ is beam incident angle, and n is an integer. In x-ray studies
this relationship is re-written using the X-rays photon energy E and lattice spacing for lattice plane hkl.
݀)ܸ݁ܭ(ܧ ൫Å൯= ߠ݊݅ݏ


ଶ

= ܿݐ݊ܽݐݏ݊

(2)

where ݄ is the Planck constant, ܿ is the speed of light in vacuum.
This equation (2) provides the relationship between the lattice spacing, diffraction angle, and X-ray photon energy.
For example, with unstrained aluminum (111) the lattice parameter d111=2.338 Å, the tungsten KĮ line (Energy 59.318
keV) and this has a predetermined diffraction angle 2.562 degree. Keeping this diffraction angle constant, slightly
changes in lattice parameters result in small changes in the diffraction photon energy as shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Lattice parameters in compression and tension and corresponding diffraction X-Ray photon energy

Lattice in Compression
d111 (Å)
E (keV)
2.328
59.573
2.330
59.522
2.332
59.471
2.334
59.420
2.336
59.369
2.338
59.318

Lattice in Tension
d111 (Å)
E (keV)
2.338
59.318
2.340
59.268
2.342
59.217
2.344
59.166
2.346
59.116
2.348
59.066

Traditional XRD instruments use the copper (8.048 keV) KĮline to measure diffraction angles. At this low energy,
the X-rays can penetrate the sample surface only a few microns. To obtain a stress/strain depth profile it is therefore
necessary to etch away successive layers of the sample and repeat the measurement. The practice of traditional XRD
stresses measurement is detailed in an NPL report [6]. For High energy XRD, after comparing different target X-Ray
tubes, we choose to use tungsten which gives a much deeper penetration capability as shown with the half value layer
(HVL) for Aluminum given in Table 3.
Table 3. Different target X-Ray tubes and corresponding KĮline penetration capability

Target
Cu
Mo
Co
Cr
Ag
W

KĮEnergy (KeV)
8.0478
17.4794
6.9303
5.4148
22.1629
59.3188

HVL for Al (mm)
0.05
0.50
0.03
0.02
1.00
24.63

In the current study the High-Energy XRD approach uses the very narrow (43eV) tungsten KĮ1 line (59.318 keV)
generated by a conventional tungsten-target X-ray tube, which can give much deeper penetration into a sample, and
thereby enables a truly nondestructive profile of stresses/strains for material samples to be measured.

EXPERIMENTAL PLATFORM
The system developed and used for the HEXRD measurements is shown schematically in Figure 1. A stationary
white X-ray source is located to the left, and an energy dispersive detector is located to the right. The inset is a 3D
representation of the probing volume, which has typical dimensions, of width, w = 1-2 mm, length, l = 2-4 mm, and
thickness, t = 0.1-0.2 mm. The X-ray source is collimated to a sample residing on a motion stage which allows both
vertical and horizontal motion. The X-ray beam is diffracted by the sample towards the detector based on Bragg’s
Law. Both traditional ߠ െ 2ߠ and depth scans are possible with this system [7], but due to the time required for a
ߠ െ 2ߠ scan, depth scans are preferred and are produced by setting the detector at a predetermined angle based on the
sample material, unstrained lattice parameter, and Bragg’s Law. In this set-up, only the diffraction occurring at 2ߠ is
detected which allows for a volumetric probe without the need to destructively etch.
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FIGURE 1. Schematic representation of the HEXRD system showing the collimation and experimental setup of the HEXRD
system

The output of a high-power industrial-inspection X-ray tube (320 kVp, 640W) is collimated to form a narrow
incident beam that strikes a sample mounted on rotation and translation stages. The diffraction angle is defined by a
pair of collimators that are mounted on an arm that rotates the X-ray detector. The intersection of the incident and
diffracted beams forms a diamond-shaped probing volume in the sample. The sample can be scanned through this
volume to map out a strain profile. Figure 2 provides photographs of the experimental system.

a)

b)

From Sample Looking Left Towards The X-Ray Source

From Sample Looking Right Towards The X-Ray Detector
FIGURE 2. Images of the HEXRD System
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The X-ray tube (Comet MXR-320/23) is operated with a focal spot size of 1.9 mm, at 270 kVp and 2.2 mA. In
addition to the continuum Bremsstrahlung output of this tube, there are four strong tungsten characteristic lines. The
KĮ line at 59.318 keV has the highest intensity, and thus is used extensively in the diffraction measurements. The Xray detector (positioned at the end of the diffraction arm in Figure 2(b) is a liquid-nitrogen cooled High-Purity
Germanium (HPGe) detector manufactured by ORTEC. The energy resolution of the detector was measured to be 0.4
keV FWHM at 60 keV. For this work, the opening of the collimators has been set within the range 100-ȝP)RU
these collimation dimensions the resulting incident and diffracted beam divergence is approximately 0.006-0.008°.
Further details about the setup of the system are elaborated in earlier publications [5, 7].

SIMULATION MODELS
A simulation code has been developed to calculate the X-Ray diffraction intensity results for different materials
with different lattice spacing variations and different thicknesses. The models subdivide the sampling volume into
many discrete voxels and calculate the X-ray attenuation for each voxel. The contribution of each voxel to the total
signal is calculated as the sampling volume progresses deeper into the sample. The models also have the ability to
account for small samples where the attenuation paths become constant.
A parallel beam model was developed that conducts direct forward calculations accounting for the volumetric
effect when the sampling volume enters the sample and progresses deeper below the surface. This model was
particularly useful for determining a protocol for determining where the surface of the sample is located in the scan.
The model, combined with the HOPG pointer, does appear to give the front surface location of the sample to within
± 5 microns. The material attenuation and sample dimension along the attenuation path are included in the model.
The details of the simulation model are discussed in the prior publications [5, 7]. Using this simulation tool, the
maximum depth capability for four different materials were predicted and data are given in Table 4. The model has
been validated by comparisons with experimental data and was found to give data in good agreement for aluminum.
Data were also calculated for other materials. However, the low count rates in the experimental data for these materials
(particularly for Ti, Fe & Ni) make obtaining additional experimental data for further validation difficult, and
effectively not practical.

Table 4. Predicted maximum capable depth for different materials

Material
Al
Ti
Fe
Ni

Lattice plane

ߠ

1-1-1
1-0-1
1-1-0
1-1-1

2.562
2.671
2.956
2.944

Max Capable
depth (mm)
3.000
0.625
0.250
0.180

The exponential attenuation effects simulated by the model in four different materials are shown in Figure 3.
Strong attenuation in Ni, Ti and Fe materials will cause low signal levels in experiments and signals may be expected
to be submerged in noises.

EXPERIMENT RESULTS
Three experiments with aluminum samples are conducted to validate the concept of using HEXRD for strain
profiling. Experiments were also conducted for steel and nickel samples, but the measured diffraction signals are
found to be insignificant when compared to the noise. Therefore, no meaningful results are available for the cases of
the steel and nickel samples.
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FIGURE 3. Relative Intensity Expected for Diffraction from Different Materials as a Function of Depth

Residual stresses in shot peened aluminum samples
Six aluminum samples were tested with the HEXRD method. One pristine aluminum sample and five shot peened
aluminum samples, each with different shot peen levels were studied. Sample 4A has low residual stress from a low
level intensity shot peen, and sample 12A has high residual stress resulted from a more severe shot peening. The
diffraction intensity as a function of depth profile in the aluminum samples is shown in Figure 4. The green line (Plain)
provides the baseline of the diffraction signal as a function of depth. It is the unstrained sample and the signal starts
when the probing x-ray volume reaches into the surface of the sample. The signal peaks when the probe volume is
fully submerged in the material, and it starts to attenuate as penetration increases. This behavior was previously
reported and discussed in earlier publications [5, 7, 8]. The other data and lines in Figure 4 correspond to samples with
increased peening level and demonstrate a decreased level in diffracted intensity caused by the samples’ altered lattice
parameters, as well as that more intense levels of shot peening produce lattice strains to a greater depth.
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FIGURE 4. Diffraction beam intensity from HEXRD on samples with different shot peen levels

In-situ Depth Profiles in 3-Point Bending Rig
A 3-point bending rig was designed and is shown in Figure 5. In this system an aluminum sample is enclosed in a
bending bracket. The stresses applied to the aluminum sample were adjusted in-situ by tightening or loosening the
screw. The aluminum bar is 12.7 mm wide and 2.5 mm thick. The diffraction beam intensity at the red arrow is tested
with depth profiling along the thickness direction.

FIGURE 5. Three point bending rig to test in-situ stress depth profiling
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The diffraction intensity depth profiling was conducted under two sets of experimental conditions, no bending and
a stressed condition. The diffraction intensity signal is affected by both residual stresses and applied stresses. The
experimental results are shown in Figure 6. For the no bending condition, no external stress is applied to the aluminum
bar. The diffraction intensity has a peak at both surfaces of the aluminum bar, because the residual stress is relieved
near the surface. The dip between the surfaces reflects the residual stress inside the bar. For the stressed condition,
external stress is applied by twisting the load screw. The additional stress reduced the diffraction signal further at
both the surfaces and the interior of the sample. The surface peak still can be observed, and this is due to partial relief
of the stress at the surfaces. Since the sample is bended, both surfaces are shifted about 200 ȝm due to the load/bending.

2500
No bending

2000

Stressed/Bending

1500
1000
500
0
-500

0

500

1000 1500 2000
Relative Depth, ȝm

2500

3000

FIGURE 6. Experimental results under no-bending condition and stressed condition

Validation by comparing with traditional X-ray diffraction results
To compare data given by experiments using the HEXRD system to that from traditional XRD, a sample of
heavily shot peened aluminum was scanned extensively using the HEXRD system to give the intensity depth scan.
The scan location was marked, and the sample then sent out to a commercial service provider (PROTO), for traditional
XRD measurements at the same location. In order to obtain depth profiling, the traditional XRD measurement requires
the material to be etched layer by layer to the depth point at which stress is to be measured, and this application is thus
destructive. A picture of the sample before the destructive etching process is given as Figure 7.
The comparison of the results from the HEXRD and traditional XRD with destructive etching are shown in Figure
8. The HEXRD data are the ratio between the diffraction intensity signals from the shot peened (strained) aluminum
sample and the pristine aluminum sample, and it reflects the measured stress/strain determined from the lattice spacing
changes. Figure 8 shows that the HEXRD ratio is consistent with the data from the destructively measured stress. In
order to calculate the HEXRD ratio, which reflect the stress/strain, the HEXRD methods need baseline diffraction
intensity signal results from an identical pristine sample, obtained either by experiments or from simulation.
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FIGURE 7. Heavily shot peened aluminum sample for HEXRD validation
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FIGURE 8. Stress/strain depth profiling in shot peened aluminum sample
HEXRD vs PROTO (Traditional XRD with destructive etching)

SUMMARY
New opportunities for providing stress/strain depth profiling capability similar to synchrotron method but using a
lower cost laboratory system were investigated. To do this, a HEXRD system previously developed at CNDE, that
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utilized the higher energy tungsten target KĮ1 line to achieve deeper penetration into samples. Proof-of-concept
experiments demonstrate that this method is applicable to aluminum samples, and the data agreed well with traditional
XRD results from destructive etching. Additional experiments were conducted on steel and nickel materials, and it
was found that the signals obtained, for reasonable operating times, were unidentifiable when compared with the noise
level. Although the model simulation data do predict that HEXRD depth profiling could measure up to 200 microns
for Fe and Ni it appears not to be practical. For aluminum with the current system, the typical scan time for a depth
profiling measurement runs up to 8 hours.
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